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About This Game

Darkness and Flame. Born of Fire - adventure quest game with hidden objects, mini-games, and puzzles, set in a unique fantasy
world, the Fertile Lands, filled with oases and infinite deserts.

A young girl named Alice finds a strange box holding an egg. From that egg a Bird of Fire hatches, and somehow enters right
into the girl, leaving a burn mark on her arm. From that moment on, Alice is part of the eternal battle between Darkness and

Flame. Soldiers are after her, but Alice's father manages to save her - at the price of his life. Forced to flee her home, Alice sets
off to find her only relative - her uncle - someone she has never met. Together they'll have to undergo many trials in all corners

of the Fertile Lands, meet exotic tribes and races, avoid imminent danger, solve dozens of puzzles, and finally face the great evil
threatening the whole fantasy world. Will Alice manage to harness the power of the Flame granted to her by destiny, and save

her lands before they are turned into a lifeless desert?

Game features:
• Bonus chapter featuring a different central character.

• Collections, achievements, morphing objects, bonus puzzles
• Wallpapers, concept art, soundtracks and more.

• Strategy Guide included.

- Immerse yourself in an amazing adventure in a fantasy world
- Meet the peoples of the Fertile Lands

- Solve dozens of puzzles
- Harness the power of the Flame
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- Save the world from a danger threatening to annihilate every living thing
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Title: Darkness and Flame: Born of Fire
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Publisher:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2016
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I like what the game is trying to do with a more realistic management experience, there are a lot of concepts to like here,
Unfortunately the UI is just not very usable. It's too difficult to switch between screens going back and forth (lag, small buttons,
not saving previous filters). The layout looks slick, but it's too busy and not helpful enough, too much white space.

I really really wanted to like this game, but it's just not easy or intuitive to use.. I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. This may have been good back in the day, but on a modern PC it's unplayable.

It does not support widescreen, and running in windowed mode on a HD monitor it's so small you need a magnifying glass.

Worse, though, is how slow the transitions are. I'd expect even if these were slow back in 2007, they'd be OK on a modern PC.
But they aren't.. One of the most poorly designed games I've seen for its genre.

Unless you are well versed in chemistry and don't mind dying over and over again and you perform trial and error, don't bother
with this.

Whoever designed this game's puzzles and etc had no idea what they were doing.. This DLC here is might be one of the most
controversial pieces of DLC released by DTG, plagued by corporate greed and their reuse of old dated content.

The track is about a 90km long track that covers a very nice route between Cologne and Koblenz, the route it's self is plagued by
tracking signal and pre-signalling faliures even in quick drive, areas where breaking is not possible properly are not properly
shown by signals ahead, for example when using an ICE-T it is not possible to slow down in time for the PZB90 system in order
to comply with the 90Km\/h speed limitation.

The trains released with this game is a massive disgrace, not just we get the 9th iteration of the BR101, but we get a completely
disfunctional re-used content what the old and outdated Metronom pack contains, which is of course more useful (probably
thought I don't like it that much).

 Important to note that, DTG willingly released a content with 2 trains, the 146.0 and 146.2 with content re-used and
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recycled from other older trains released, like the Metronom and the TRAXX series 145. You are basically if you own
any of these contents you are buying the same content (wich is obviously bugged) for the same damn double price, wich
is a massive shame.

The developers willingly cut corners and released these trains with the same stupid interiors and sounds as what those
older broken trains had contained, implying newcomers will not notice it and will not complain, but hah! I noticed it
DTG, very very sneaky!

Since the content is re-used, the whole point of the game gets dull because the interiors look like crap and they didn't
even try to put enough time into creating quality content they thrive to create.

Such a shame from this developer. So much lack of potential, like Mainz and D\u00fcsseldorf, but yeah they messed
this one up hard.

The track is great but due to the extra redundant content, I can not reccommend it.
I rate this track and content pack about 4 out of 10. [DO NOT BUY UNLESS 60% DISCOUNTED!]
If I would have to rate the trains, they would get 0 out of 10.
And if I would have to rate the track separately, I would give it 9 out of 10.

If you dislike my review, then you are just as pathetic.. Rough around the edges, but the story is there. It's a novel little
gem if you're in the mood for something like that.
Got it on sale for about 2 bucks.. Initially I enjoyed the core gameplay of this action strategy game and found it
somewhat addictive.. however the biggest problem is the sheer amount of bugs. It's rare to go longer then 60 seconds
without some glitchy behaviour occuring. You and your enemies get stuck in the environment, controls get stuck or do
not work at all, lots of camera issues, and many other various random problems. The complete lack of documention (or
even a list of keys) is daft. Looks like some achievements are also bugged.. it's a real shame because the game definitely
has potential.. This is the Best route ever and there is a alot of scenery, and it comes with a Amtrak F40PH Locomotive,
a Rio Grande SD40T-2, and last the GP9 in Rio Grande livery.
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I don't like this game because it is really broken because there is a error everytime i try to play!. Bought as Founder Pack with
the intention that it was to be removed when the game went free to play.

Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. I love this game the art work is beautiful combined with compleing story drives
this game deep into my favorivtes list. combat is turn based with enemies chaning statues and/or attack patterns in reposne to the
type of attack you hit them with. There no mp or cool downs for special attacks, but more powerfull attacks will be slower.. This
game is amazing to me. The absolute best inline game ever. It obviously has small little glitches here and there but what game
doesnt. There is plenty of places to skate and its basically open world. You can really tell where the developers are planning to
add future areas to the game. Get your characters stats up before you judge the game. It flows well once your character has
some skills!!!!!. The best part of Celia's Quest is it's comedy. The game world is as strange and weird as the characters who live
in it, and at time it reminded my of Terry Pratchett's Discworld.This game is funny and kind of crazy. You can expect puns and
jokes around every corner and while the graphics are not exactly pretty, they do work surprisingly well with this kind of
comedic setting.
It's basically a interactive comedy (with some difficult RPG combat mixed in). So if that's something you think you'll enjoy I
would like to stop here and recommend this game to you right away.

However if you're still not sure let me elaborate a little more. Celia's Quest is an adventure game with an RPG styled combat
system. And while the combat system is fairly deep, allowing you to customize your build by choosing skills and allocating stat
points to fit your own play style, there are some distinct differences from a typical RPG.

First being that you don't level up, instead you need to find and use power ups. Many of them are well hidden and rewarded to
you for completing an optional puzzle or dungeon which means that if you miss or ignore them you'll most likely struggle with
the combat. Though, if an area is too difficult you can always go search for more secrets elsewhere and come back again when
you've powered up your stats. Also, since enemies are visable on the map you can sometimes outrun them if need be.

Second thing is that equipment and items does not just simply make you stronger (some do), but are instead mostly balanced
around being useful in certain situations or in certain locations. Since you can only borrow one equipment of a specific type at
any time this means you might have to go back to town to switch them out occasionally.
Also worth noting is that there is no gold for you to spend in shops either. You'll level up merchants supply by trading them
precious craft kits to expand their supply of "borrow-able items". It's also possible to gamble (to get a random buff or healing
item) by spending monster tears that you'll get for clearing an encounter - but that's it.
Do keep in mind that items and opportunities to get them are (kind of) limited since once an area is cleared of enemies they
don't come back!

I'll end this review with a list of PRO's and CON's to help you decide.

+ Funny story, characters, dialogue etc
+ Challenging combat (if that's your cup of tea)
+ Good exploration with many hidden secrets (feels inspired by the Zelda series)
+ Interesting and challenging puzzles (if that's your cup of tea)
+ New Game+ feature with additional content

- The graphics are not pretty (enemy sprites look fine)
- Some of the maps are too cluttered and passages are narrow making them hard to navigate.
- Challenging combat (if that's NOT your cup of tea)
- A lot of running back and forth to town to get healed up (especially in the beginning)
- In game skill descriptions are not enough to plan a build (READ THE MANUAL!)
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